The discovery of the CRISPR-Cas9 endonuclease has enabled facile genome editing in living cells and organisms. Catalytically inactive Cas9 (dCas9) retains the ability to bind DNA in an RNAguided fashion, and has additionally been explored as a tool for transcriptional modulation, epigenetic editing, and genomic imaging. This review highlights recent progress and challenges in the development of dCas9 for imaging genomic loci. The emergence and maturation of this technology offers the potential to answer new mechanistic questions about chromosome dynamics and three-dimensional genome organization in vivo.
Bringing Genomes to Light
The expression of genes that govern an organism's response to environmental stimuli must be carefully regulated [1] . Of particular importance is the spatiotemporal organization of the genome, which plays a direct role in controlling transcription, cellular differentiation, and development [2, 3] . Examples include long-range (50+ kilobases) enhancer-promoter interactions that activate gene expression, compartmentalization of transcriptionally silent DNA into heterochromatin, and interchromosomal tethering of distant genes mediated by proteins and non-coding RNAs [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Given the profound effect that genome organization has on phenotype, there has been great interest in developing tools for probing the dynamic spatial organization of chromatin in vivo ( Figure 1 ). Early efforts towards this end focused on fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH, Figure 1a) , whereby a fluorescent oligonucleotide probe is selectively hybridized to a locus of interest and visualized under a microscope [9] . By combining multiple probes with spectrally resolved emission profiles, DNA FISH could be used to visualize multiple genomic loci within cells [10] . As such, it provided some of the earliest insights into genomic structure [11, 12] .
Despite its utility, FISH suffers from a number of drawbacks [12, 13] . First, it requires fixation and cannot be used to visualize dynamic processes in living cells. Second, FISH typically requires several fluorescent probes per genomic locus to achieve sufficient signal, rendering it prohibitively expensive for certain applications. Most importantly, the harsh conditions required for hybridization-namely heat and formamide-pose a risk of disrupting the structural integrity of the genome, calling into question some of the conclusions about 3D organization drawn using this technique [13] .
The disadvantages of FISH led several researchers to explore alternative, live-cell techniques to image genomic loci ( Figure 1) . Some of the earliest successes came from imaging localized, highly repetitive sequences such as telomeres, LacO repeats, and H-NS motifs with fluorescently-tagged proteins that natively bind to these sequences [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Collectively, these experiments offered the first insights into chromosome dynamics and provided critical, time-resolved information about cell division and translocation events associated with cancer [17] .
A major breakthrough in our understanding of genome organization came from the maturation of chromatin conformation capture technologies (especially Hi-C) (Figure 1b ) [23] . Hi-C allowed for the first time a relatively unbiased view of the entire 3D genome based on ligation and sequencing of proximal interchromosomal fragments. Over the last decade, conformation capture techniques have provided rich information about conserved structural features within the genome (e.g. loops and topologically associating domains) as well as the core elements that regulate maintenance of these structures.
Complementary to Hi-C, which provided genome-wide structural snapshots, the nearsimultaneous emergence of zinc fingers (ZFs) and transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs) stimulated interest in dynamically imaging non-repetitive single loci [24] [25] [26] [27] (Figures 1c,d ). Early crystal structures and biochemical studies of ZFs and TALEs revealed a modular, programmable mode of DNA recognition by individual subunits within these proteins [26] [27] [28] . In the context of genome editing, nuclease fusions of TALEs and ZFs could be engineered to cleave arbitrary genomic sequences [24, [29] [30] [31] [32] . Later experiments showed that GFP-fusions of ZFs and TALEs could be programmed to image repetitive DNA elements such as telomeres and centromeres [18, 22, [33] [34] [35] . Unfortunately, imaging nonrepetitive genomic regions with ZFs and TALEs proved less tractable. Specificity issues and cloning challenges associated with tiling a non-repetitive sequence rendered these technologies largely impractical for single-locus imaging despite their initial promise [36] [37] [38] .
A CRISPR View of Chromatin
An unlikely game changer for genomic imaging emerged from biochemical investigations of Cas9 proteins derived from the bacterial CRISPR immune system [39] [40] [41] [42] . Early experiments identified Cas9 as a site-specific endonuclease that cleaves DNA based on complementarity to a single guide RNA (sgRNA) [43, 44] . The protein additionally requires a 3-nt PAM (NGG) on the non-complementary DNA strand proximal to the cleavage site, which allows it to discriminate between self versus non-self DNA. Rather than cloning a new protein for every new target, Cas9 achieves site-specific DNA cleavage by adjusting the sgRNA sequence. Because of the ease of short RNA synthesis, CRISPR-Cas9 has been successfully adapted for high-throughput knockout experiments across multiple eukaryotic cell lines and living organisms [40] [41] [42] 45] . To date, it is unrivaled by any other genome editing technology.
Cas9 maintains its specific DNA binding properties in the absence of its nuclease activity [44, 46] . As such, the catalytically dead version of the protein has been extensively explored for non-editing applications [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] . In a seminal paper, Chen et al. reported the first use of dCas9 for genomic imaging in 2013 [49] . Fusion of dCas9 to a nuclear localization sequence (NLS) and eGFP tag allowed for dynamic visualization of telomeres in living cells upon expression of the appropriate sgRNA ( Figure 1e ). This system was further extended to visualize a non-repetitive genomic region within the MUC4 gene by tiling 36-73 sgRNAs across the locus. Labeling of this locus was intense and robust enough such that individual MUC4 alleles could be tracked during cell cycling to highlight the dynamic behavior of chromosomes during mitosis.
The early success of CRISPR-based imaging inspired a number of follow-up studies to investigate and improve upon this technology [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] . Important considerations include: (1) the relative kinetics of on-versus off-target binding; (2) chromatin effects on Cas9 targeting; (3) the generalizability of dCas9 imaging to other cell lines; (4) the optimal number of sgRNAs; (5) the optimal identity and placement of the fluorescent tag; and (6) two-color controls to ensure correct locus labeling.
A Bacterial Dance with Eukaryotic DNA
Several studies have attempted to address the kinetics and thermodynamics of Cas9 binding at target and off-target sequences [44, 59, 62, [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] . Early biochemical and chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments established a tight (0.25 nM) target affinity and provided evidence for off-target binding being driven by the PAM and the 8-12 nucleotide "seed" region immediately upstream of it [44, 46, 64, 65, 74, [81] [82] [83] . Measurements of in vitro dissociation rates have been reported using single-molecule imaging, bio-layer interferometry, and competitive ChIP [46, 73, 78, 79, 84] . Estimates vary widely depending on the experimental method, but it is generally accepted that dCas9 dissociates extremely slowly (perhaps on the order of hours) from target and near-target sequences bearing >13 nucelotides of complementarity. In contrast, single mutations within the seed region correlate with dramatic increases in k off . Cleavage at stably bound near-target sequences is further mitigated by a second kinetic proofreading step that involves complementarity-gated conformational activation of the HNH catalytic domain [77, 85] .
How in vitro kinetic measurements translate to in vivo binding times remains somewhat unclear. Within a living eukaryotic cell, the bacterial Cas9 protein faces unique challenges outside of its native evolutionary context, including nucleosomes, epigenetic modifications, compartmentalization of DNA, vastly larger genomes, and numerous competing DNAbinding proteins [5, 86, 87] . Several groups have measured residence times of dCas9 in eukaryotes using single-molecule imaging and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [59, 62, 72, 80] . Single-molecule data provide evidence for a diffusion-dominated search mechanism with generally short-lived residence times at PAMs and short seed sequences [72] . With respect to target loci, FRAP experiments performed at both tandem (e.g. centromeres and telomeres) and interspersed (e.g. SINEs) repeats have consistently resulted in extremely slow recovery rates, on the order of tens of minutes to several hours [59, 62, 72, 80] . Conversely, FRAP experiments performed at random genomic sequences, off-target puncta, or with mismatched guides have resulted in recovery rates that are 10-1000-fold faster (seconds to a few minutes). Does Cas9 target DNA in a chromatin-blind fashion, or is its activity dependent on the epigenetic and nucleosomal signature of the target locus? Genome occupancy and singlemolecule data suggest that Cas9 undersamples heterochromatin, and in vitro binding assays demonstrated a strong binding bias against nucleosomal DNA [74, [81] [82] [83] 88, 89] . Within a living cell, this effect appears more nuanced, as robust cleavage activity of Cas9 has been observed at heterochromatic loci [90] . Moreover, dCas9 occupancy at transcriptionally silenced loci has been shown to locally increase chromatin accessibility [91, 92] .
What do these data mean in the context of genomic imaging? Collectively, they suggest that careful consideration should be given to off-target and chromatin effects when designing sgRNAs for imaging a target locus. If binding at near-cognate sequences is indeed longlived, guides should be algorithmically chosen to minimize off-target homology [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] . With respect to chromatin, the epigenetic state of the target locus may dictate the minimum number of guides that is required to achieve sufficient signal. Whether Cas9 can be rationally engineered to circumvent some of these challenges is the topic of ongoing research [100] [101] [102] .
Focusing the Tools
Single-locus visualization requires a delicate balance of maximizing target signal while minimizing noise, and a number of studies have explored different tagging strategies and expression systems to optimize this ratio [49, [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] (Figure 2) . Regardless of labeling method, low expression of Cas9 and high expression of sgRNA appear critical to visualize single loci above background levels. This is typically achieved via gating dCas9 mRNA expression through a doxycycline-inducible promoter. At the sgRNA level, expression can be enhanced via stabilizing stem-loop motifs as well as multiple-guide expression constructs [49, 103, 104] .
Nucleofection/electroporation has been studied as a means of delivering Cas9 to cells [84, 105] . Using this method, Cas9 can be pre-loaded with sgRNA in an in vitro environment to prevent apo protein aggregation/off-target labeling in vivo. While remarkably effective for genome editing, the utility of nucleofection for cellular imaging is likely much more limited for the following reasons: (1) the initial shock to the cells is harsh and may considerably alter morphology in the short-term; (2) RNP levels will likely vary wildly at the single-cell level. A more reliable strategy to achieve uniformly low expression is to generate a stably integrated, inducible dCas9 from a clonal line [49, 63] .
Single-locus visualization requires tiling several Cas9 particles in tandem at the target site, and the minimal number of sgRNAs required to achieve sufficient signal has been the subject of ongoing research [49, 57, 59, 62] . Imaging the non-repetitive region of MUC4 with dCas9-eGFP requires minimally 26-36 sgRNAs to achieve sufficient signal [49] . Importantly, signal strength does not necessarily scale with the number of single guide RNAs, as recently illustrated by imaging experiments that achieved higher signal at a ribosomal locus with 17 repeats than at another locus with 70 repeats [57] . Collectively, these data hint that other factors-including nucleosomes, epigenetic landscape, sequence preferences within the guide, delivery/expression efficiency, and cell cycling-may strongly influence efficacy of targeting.
An important consideration for genomic imaging is how to ensure that a fluorescent punctum represents a desired locus and not an off-target sequence. One of the most effective approaches to control for this is to label multiple imaging components and then check for multicolor co-localization [56, [58] [59] [60] 62, 106, 107] (Figure 2a) . The tetraloop and 3′-terminal regions of the Cas9 sgRNA scaffold have proven remarkably amenable to modification, and they have been extensively explored as handles to append fluorescent proteins for dual-color labeling [59, 60, 62, 108] . In a recent study, up to 14 MS2-aptamers were fused to the sgRNA allowing for ultrabright labeling of Cas9 RNPs in two colors using fluorescently tagged, MS2-coat proteins [62] . An alternative approach has been the use of Cas9 species variants with orthogonal PAM specificities to label the same locus with multiple colors [56, 58, 109, 110] . Whether other RNA-guided single-subunit effectors from other CRISPR systems (e.g. Cpf1) can also be utilized for this same purpose remains to be determined [111] .
Beyond two-color controls, can we engineer a CRISPR imaging system that is selectively fluorescent at a target locus and otherwise quenched (Figures 3b)? Such a tool would considerably lower background fluorescence and increase labeling confidence. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) experiments suggest a distinct conformational state of target-bound dCas9 that can be optically resolved from near-cognate binding events in vitro [77, 85] . An in vivo extension of this assay could prove promising for imaging single loci.
Other possibilities include constitutively quenched HaloTag dyes that fluoresce upon DNA intercalation or split-fluorescent protein systems that become especially bright when bound in high concentration at a target locus [112, 113] . Concomitant with improvements to microscopy, exploration of these approaches may greatly improve the robustness of this technology.
A Bright Future
CRISPR-based imaging is still in its early days, and there are a number of hurdles that must be overcome in order for this technology to become broadly accessible and applicable to the larger biophysical community. Sequence-and chromatin-based constraints that govern the efficacy of dCas9 targeting must be more quantitatively resolved; background fluorescence must be reduced via continued technological developments; and sgRNA delivery/expression systems must be optimized to maximize targeting efficiency [41, 102] .
Once refined, CRISPR-based imaging systems offer extraordinary potential to visualize genome architecture within living cells. Examples include: (1) monitoring interchromosomal contact shuffling during cellular differentiation [114] ; (2) visualizing aberrant enhancerpromoter interactions and chromatin loops associated with a particular disease state [5, 87, 115] ; (3) tracking allelic segregation during cell cycling and development; (4) and real-time kinetic measurements of mis-segregation, recombination, and DNA repair events in vivo [17, 116] (Figure 3) . Forging beyond the test tube, refinement of single-locus imaging technologies will allow us to quantitatively probe dynamic biochemical processes at the single-cell, single-molecule level.
Yet another exciting avenue of research is the use of CRISPR-based imaging to explore the interface between long, non-coding RNAs (lncRNA) and chromatin during disease and development ( Figure 3 ). Explosive growth in lncRNA research has shed light on their importance in mediating enhancer-promoter interactions, interchromosomal contacts, and chromosome condensation [117] . The emergence of mature genomic and RNA imaging tools offers the potential to provide a comprehensive, time-resolved picture of these processes [6] . Cas9 can be repurposed to target RNA and has already been adapted for live-cell RNA imaging [118, 119] . Alternatively, CRISPR-based genomic imaging might be combined with other RNA-imaging platforms to visualize the dynamic interplay between genomes and lncRNAs [120] .
The future of genomic imaging is bright. While there are still technical hurdles to be overcome, the discovery of RNA-programmable CRISPR proteins has expanded the toolkit for imaging non-repetitive loci in vivo. In combination with high-throughput genomics, livecell imaging will quantitatively enhance our spatiotemporal understanding of macromolecular processes associated with disease and development. Insights gained from these experiments will be profoundly consequential to both biomedical and clinical research.
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